PARTY MANIFESTO

The manifesto focused on three main issues. They are
1 Eradication of illiteracy
2 Alleviation of poverty
3 Prevention of Corruption.
4 Grater Emphasis on social development
5 Imparting professional skills
6 Special protection for agricultural resources
It should also emphasize on the realistic measures on social
upliftment of the downtrodden and social suppressed classes of the
society as mentioned by the constitution in Fundamental Rights and
Directive Principals of the constitution.
Our State, Andhra Pradesh, is with full of natural resources, yet
its people are much backward in development. The resource which
are belongs to the people are not all fulfilling the needs and interests
of the same. Education and Health care are like the unreached
bunch of grapes to our citizens. Poverty in addition to illiteracy
making most of the village folk to remain under-developed only rich
people are availing facilities provided by the Government and private
organisations well.
Governments are changing frequently but not the mode of live
of the people. They are failing totally in giving social, moral and
monitory support to their own citizens. Now the down trodden and
poor must be uplifted and making them as part of the development
of the state is the need of the hour. But dramatically no such signs of
them are seen in near future.

Most of the political parties in our country are merely
practicing vote bank politics. These parties are dividing the people
on the bases of castes, creed, religion, and place and enjoying the
worst side of their play. It is most likely that to make the financially
backward people across party lines unite and to agitate against the
present day politicians to attain over all change in the society.
Governments often announce that they are spending cores of rupees
on the medical and health sector but truly they are not materializing
in practice.
In this way our citizens are meted with injustice and are
becoming hopeless towards the polices of the political parties. These
parties which are in power are giving much more importance to the
private and corporate sectors, the motive not at all traced in case of
public sector. In these circumstances, even though the capable
people also cannot become alert towards active politics. They must
have their own will in improving their academic facilities and activate
their own abilities and accustomed themselves to the present day
societal atmosphere.
To make sure of the above vision, every civilian must be
literate, so that to make sure of their personal growth and
development regarding their education, health and employment.
The future of youth is that much important in view of developing the
modern society. It could be easier for a young citizen to make sure
of his employment, if the I.T Sector in the state is deep rooted. So
youth are focusing on the technical education but there are no jobs
to qualified persons. There is necessity for the government in giving
mandatory support to a highly educated technician to get infinite
service from him.

Economic development is possible in any country only when
the citizens are educationally and financially sounding.
Unfortunately neither the Central nor the state Government is taking
steps in this regard. The programmes that are implemented by the
government are restricted only to the political and rich people.
Academicians from poor families are not being supported solemnly
by the administrators.
The common men is not looking on the political side, because
the present parties are created the system that the common men
cannot contest for any post in the politics, because the person who
wants to contest must have some money to spent and also he is to
be having the mind of corruption, so the common men who is having
ideology to develop the state/ country by participating in the politics
for these people only this SAMAANYA PRAJA PARTY come into
existence.
We request all our people to join as member and support by
encouraging or by monetary support and interested to contest in the
elections to protect the common men, there is a lot of chance to
prevent corruption and scams. Hence that the allotment of funds by
the Government to reach the common men.
Don’t forget this is our country, our responsibility to protect the
rights of the citizen of our country.
What is the need of this party
Even in the years of Past attaining independence the percentage
of people corrupting, was been very low. Now after 66 years this
percentage reached to 200%. and more. So the people of Andhra
Pradesh are suffering more to enjoy their lives equally to others as
constitution provides. So the people of Andhra Pradesh are thinking
about a New Party which is corruption free and owed to prevent
corruption.

For the past two years millions of common Indians came out on
streets to fight against the biggest evil in our country today corruption. This people's anti-corruption movement has exposed the
ugly and greedy face of our politicians. No political party in India
today works for the common man's needs.
The people of Andhra Pradesh after seeing the Scams in coal, 2 G
spectrum and so many other scams , are worried about the future
generation because the poor became very poor and the rich are
becoming the richer on the expenses of the poor. Just imagine
almost all political parties spend nearly 3 to 10 crores of Rupees to
contest as MLA and MP’s , they always think about to earn crores of
rupees by doing corruption. So We are established this party to
attain the corruption free society by making the common people a
part of this SAMAANYA PRAJA PARTY.

